Airborne warning S-2 is
offered to Brazil navy
E

General Atomics flies ELINT Predator
GENERAL ATOMICS HAS TEST FLOWN a Predator unmanned air vehicle adapted to carry specialised Radio Frequency
payloads for a wide range of applications, including electronic
intelligence gathering (ELINT). The Predator carried a suite of
antennas during the flight evaluation, including three mounted
on each wing and a single antenna integrated on the nose. The
modified drone underwent extensive electromagnetic interference (EMI) reductions so that specialised signal intelligence
payloads can be integrated. Future flight testing will expand the
overall envelope of the EMI-reduced Predator drone for
long-range missions.

MBRAER and Marsh Aviation
have submitted a proposal to
die Brazilian navy to produce
S-2F3T/E-1T Tur'boTrackers to
meet the service's airborne early
warning (AEW) requirement.
The "informal" proposal, made
in November, covers the conversion of former US Navy E-ls
rather than ex-Brazilian air force
S-2s. "We'd rather use E-1 s, which
have wings that fold backwards as
this allows us to put a decent sized
raclome on it," comments Arizonabased Marsh Aviation president,
Ed Allen.
"We have quite a price advantage" over other alternatives being
proposed such as Northrop
Grumman E-2Cs, he adds. The
package includes AlliedSignal
TPE331-14G/R turboprops, new
electric and avionics systems and a

FIAR surveillance and tracking
radar. Although no details of numbers have been given, the bid is
believed to cover about 12 aircraft
and Marsh expects a decision
before mid-1999.
The fixed-wing, carrier-based
AEW requirement follows the
Brazilian purchase of 23 former
Kuwaiti McDonnell Douglas A-4
Skyhawks for use on its single aircraft carrier, the Minos Gerais.
The Marsh/AlliedSignal engine
conversion is already operated by
the Argentinian navy, which uses
the S-2 in its original maritime patrol/anti-submarine warfare role.
Up to six Argentinian aircraft were
due to be converted to the role by
Israel Aircraft Industries using kits
produced by Marsh, although only
four are thought to have been completed to date.
CI

THE BEST FIGHTER PILOTS
DESERVE THE BEST RADAR,
An air superiority fighter needs a superior radar. With better range and target data, the
pilot has the choice of tactics and the advantage of surprise. Yet the radar has to fit the
tightest space. It's the toughest job in radar design. And no-one knows more about it than
Marconi Electronic Systems.
No-one knows more about modern fighter radar capability: from multimode operation
and multiple target track-while-scan, to electronic counter counter measures and
integration with the latest missiles.
No-one knows more about recent advances in fighter radar technology: from high spectral
purity waveforms and wide band agility to data adaptive scanning and modular software.
No-one has a more impressive fighter radar record: from Foxhunter to Blue Hawk,
Blue Vixen and ECR 90, and beyond.
No-one knows more about international co-operation: whether the task is retrofit,
collaboration with technology transfer, or building the fighter of the future. Marconi
Electronic Systems are the people to work with. Make sure we're on your side.
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